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EXPOSE OF PRIME MINISTER AND 
ACTING FOREIGN MINISTER

N IC H O L A S DE K A L L A Y

During the debate on the Prime Ministry Estimates the 
rapporteur and the other speakers dealt primarily 

with nationality and press questions.
M. Nicholas de Kallay, Prime Minister, expressed his 

delight at being able to establish that the unanimity in 
evidence in the nationality question —  a unanimity rising 
above party considerations —  was practically perfect. He 
had approached the non-Magyar nationalities with Magyar 
sincerity, Magyar affection and cordiality. Unfortunately, 
however, he had received from beyond the frontiers of the 
country an answer of an entirely different character, 
though he persisted nevertheless in continuing to follow the 
path he had entered at the outset- Though at times Magyar 
chivalry and nobility was interpreted in certain quarters 
as a token of fear and weakness, he had not allowed himself 
to be disconcerted thereby. Every one, both beyond the frontier 
and at home, should take cognizance of the fact that the 
Hungarian Government would never tolerate anything being 
foisted on it. The Government was prepared to go to great 
lengths in its dealings with the non-Magyar nationalities; 
for it desired to win their support of the Hungarian State 
idea. It had no wish to force them to enter Hungarian State 
life; it merely desired by means of judicious cordiality to 
induce them to participate in the harmony of Hungarian 
life.

‘ ‘The era through which we are passing" —  said M. de 
Kallay —  “makes it difficult for us to concentrate on the 
problem of the nationalities of Hungary in the measure that 
would be desirable and necessary".

He had never included the Germans of Hungary among 
the “nationalities” . The Germans of Hungary had always 
figured in this country as the most eminent and
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uncompromising collaborators of the Magyars There may 
have been differences of opinion; but he himself still 
believed unconditionally —  a belief confirmed by the two 
representatives of the German-speaking citizens who had 
taken part in the debate —  that, though there might be cases 
of friction in small matters, the Magyars could nevertheless 
at all times depend upon the Germans living in their 
country. Not for a moment did he doubt that the power 
and gravitation of Hungarian life would always prove 
strong enough to induce the Germans to be willing partakers 
in this co-operation. The Germans had originally come to 
Hungary to fill up gaps created by the struggles and 
sufferings of the Magyars.

M. Kdllay stressed that he had taken certain measures 
to further the re-patriation of such minorities as were living 
beyond the Hungarian frontier. Quite recently, for instance, 
he had initiated a movement for the re-patriation of the 
Magyar minority —  some 100— 120,000 souls —  living in 
Croatia. He was endeavouring to adjust this question with 
the assistance of the Croatian Government. For that reason 
he could not find words sufficiently severe to condemn the 
action of certain Hungarian deputies who had been expelled 
or had fled from Hungary in agitating against the Hungarian 
idea. He could not possibly approve of these agitators being 
allowed to visit workers living in a country on friendly terms 
with Hungary and to incite those workers against the 
Hungarian State idea and the Hungarian conception. One 
agitator of the kind was Siito, a former deputy. He believed 
in the victory of the Axis Powers and in the realization 
of Hungary’s legitimate claims.

M. Kdllay also presented an expose as acting Foreign 
Minister. Above all he emphasised that Hungary had brought 
her own interests into harmony with those of Europe, which 
she was serving loyally. Hungary was fighting a war of 
self-defence to safeguard Christian civilization and was 
supporting her Allies gallantly and faithfully. The war 
effort of the Hungarian National Defence Army was an 
unselfish one, seeing that Hungary did not aspire to any 
territorial advantages. Hungary was not inspired by hatred 
of any other country; she was fighting in the spirit of her 
2
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historical traditions and with unswerving devotion to the 
Christian inheritance of the Magyar people. The lion’s share 
of the fighting devolved upon Germany and Italy, —  those 
two Powers which had always shown —  were still showing 
and would always show —  a full understanding of Hungary's 
struggle against the injustices of Trianon. The Hungarian 
people was defending Christian civilization both within the 
frontiers of the country and beyond those frontiers. Hungarian 
foreign policy had for its object the defence of the mosi 
vital interests of the whole nation; and for that reason there 
was no room in this field for party considerations: he himself 
too refusing to recognize the existence of such considerations 
in this field. The office of Foreign Minister was in most 
European States held by the Prime Minister, seeing that 
today the duties of the two departments were practically 
inseparable.

“Members have" —  continued the Prime Minister —  
“referred to the existence here of foreign movements. 
Perhaps it would be out of place for us —  the sovereign 
Hungarian State —  to adopt the course of watching very 
closely those movements. It would be out of place, for then 
we should have to enter a path which would lead to my 
possibly furnishing an excuse for ministerpretation, if only 
in view of the loyalty to our Allies which I regard as 
binding on myself. W e  are told of the significance of these 
movements. I cannot discover —  nor am I anxious to discover 
—  the means of watching these movements. Hungarian 
interests, Hungarian considerations or Hungarian justice 
cannot be entrusted to the decision of coffee-house 
politicians. When the time comes, only the power of the 
nation and the justice of its cause will be admitted to the 
forum where the decisions will be taken.”

Both speeches of the Prime Minister were received by 
the House of Deputies with a cordial ovation.
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KING FERDINAND OF RUMANIA (III)
BY

ZSO M B O R  DE SZA SZ 

III. THE W A R .1

T he Crown Council of August 27 ended at 1 p. m. and 
at 9 in the evening M. E. Mavrocordato, the Rumanian 
Minister in Vienna, presented the declaration of war 

at the Viennese Foreign Office.
The document started with reproaches.
The Triple Alliance —  said the Rumanian Government, 

—  had been primarily formed with a view to maintaining 
peace, and it was for that end that Rumania had joined it. 
But in the last few years, and more particularly during the 
last Balkan war, Rumania had not enjoyed that goodwill 
and support at the hands of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
to which, as its ally, she felt herself entitled.

The Triple Alliance had become null and void when 
Italy had refused to join the Central Powers, and a new 
grouping had replaced the old, with entirely new aims which 
menaced both the essential interests and the national aspi
rations of Rumania. In view of these changes she had 
recovered her freedom of action.

When, in 1883 —  continued the declaration —  Rumania 
joined the Triple Alliance, far from forgetting the Rumanians 
living in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, she had regarded 
the alliance as a warrant both of her own inner tranquillity 
and of the amelioration of the condition of those Rumanians. 
Neither Germany nor Italy, both of which States were founded 
on the nationality principle, could refuse to recognise the 
principle of their own existence.

In this respect, however, Rumania's hopes had been 
deceived. The Rumanians of the Monarchy, far from being

1 See the previous article in the October Number of this review.
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granted new reforms, were being subjected to the bitterest 
oppression, a fact which was causing in the Rumanian 
kingdom a resentment difficult to quell. Even the war had 
not changed the Monarchy's attitude in this respect.

The war had brought forward the most serious problems 
of national existence and development, and Rumania, anxious 
as she was to safeguard her racial interests, was forced to 
join the Powers on whose side she could hope to effect her 
national unity.

It is clear, and Rumania made no secret of the fact, 
that in starting her war she was actuated by imperialistic 
motives and the aim of conquest. The document puts 
the blame entirely on the Monarchy and especially on Hun
gary, whose territory contained a large Rumanian population. 
Of this we hope to speak in a subsequent article.

The declaration of war, as has been said, was presented 
in Vienna at 9 p. m. Before it had time to reach the 
hands of the Foreign Minister, the Rumanians had started 
hostilities by crossing the practically undefended frontiers 
of Transylvania. "They broke into Transylvania like burglars 
through an open door", said General Conrad von Hotzendorf, 
the Chief of the Austro-Hungarian General Staff, to the 
German General Kurt von Morgen; and when the latter 
asked why the door had been left open, why the frontiers 
had not been fortified, he answered: “ It was the fault of the 
diplomats, who would never believe in a Rumanian declara
tion of war."

It is vain to speculate about the question as to who was 
responsible for the undefended state of Transylvania. The 
fact was that a frontier of more than 500 kilometers had to 
be defended by a force of 30.000, consisting mostly of 
gendarmes, militiamen, and the remnants of some badly 
beaten regiments, against an invading arm y-of over 240.000. 
Along the long line of the Carpathian ranges there was not 
one fortress that could arrest the advance of the enemy. 
Such a state of affairs can only be explained by the fact that 
Rumania being an ally of the Central Powers, it had not been 
considered necessary to provide for a defence-line on her 
side. A s a matter of fact, Count Czernin, the Austro-Hun
garian Minister in Bucharest, had not been blind to the
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approaching menace. Two months before the declaration of 
war, on July 1, he had written in one of his despatches: 
’‘The Prime Minister (Bratianu) is more than ever certain 
that he will soon be able to take a military walk in the. 
direction of Transylvania. . . The situation is critical. It may 
be possible to keep Rumania quiet for a few weeks, but if 
the military situation of the Monarchy does not change for 
the better and we continue to retreat, it will be impossible 
to hold her back. A ll I have to say can be expressed in one 
sentence: if we repulse or definitely arrest the Russians, 
Rumania will remain quiescent; if not, we must reckon with 
a Rumanian war." General Falkenhayn took a similar view 
of the situation. "W e  need not expect the Rumanian attack 
before the harvest is over, that is, before September, and 
even then only if the military situation of the Central Powers 
becomes worse. The decision to enter upon so hazardous a 
game, with a hostile Bulgaria at Rumania’s back, would not 
be an easy one to take even for the cunning Bucharest 
politicians."

The Rumanian plan of campaign was to attack Tran
sylvania with the main force and to defend the southern 
frontier against a possible attack from Bulgaria with smaller 
forces. The plan rested on several assumptions: that the Ger
mans would be fully occupied at Verdun, and the Austro- 
Hungarian forces on the Italian battle-fields; that Brussilov 
would continue his victorious offensive in Galicia and in the 
Bukovina, on the Rumanian border; that the Bulgarians would 
be kept in check by an offensive on the part of the Salonika 
army under General Sarrail. Thus made secure on all sides, 
they hoped to subdue Transylvania in the course of a brief 
campaign, as they had subdued Bulgaria in 1913. It would 
not only be an easy war, but also a popular one, waged as it 
would be for the realisation of the national ideal, the 
liberation of the "oppressed" Rumanian population of Tran
sylvania.

The Rumanian move caused the Central Powers very 
serious embarrassment. “ W e had come to such a pass", 
wrote later Hindenburg, "that Rumania's declaration of war 
found us entirely unprepared to cope with a new enemy. 
Never have Great Powers, like Germany and Austria-Hun
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gary, owing to their engagements elsewhere, been so 
delivered up to a secondary State with a population only 
the twentieth of that of the other two. A s things stood at 
the moment, it was impossible to avoid the conclusion that 
Rumania would be able to advance against us wherever she 
chose, in order to decide the war in favour of those 
who for years had been attacking us in vain. It appeared 
that everything depended on whether or not she decided 
to exploit her momentary power."

Hindenburg's fears proved to have been unfounded. The 
Rumanian campaign was of short duration.

The Bulgarians lost no time in declaring war on Ruma
nia and, taking the offensive under the leadership of 
General Mackensen, defeated the Rumanian forces both in 
the Dobrudja and on the banks of the Danube.

In Transylvania the invading army had an easy time 
so long as it had only General A rz’s small contingents to 
face. The Carpathians were crossed unhindered and the 
troops penetrated farther and farther into the country. But 
by the middle of September Hungarian, German and 
Austrian troops arrived under the command of General 
Falkenhayn and changed the advance into a rout. After 
inflicting a crushing defeat on the invaders both at the 
Red Tower Pass and at Brasso, the allied forces of the 
Central Powers crossed the mountains in their turn and 
joined up with General Mackensen's southern army. By 
the middle of October the territory of Transylvania had 
been cleared of the enemy, and the Rumanian army was 
being pursued on Rumanian soil. In the first days of 
December the royal family and the government fled to 
Yassy in Moldavia, and the plan of their withdrawing into 
southern Russia together with the remnants of the army, 
was being seriously entertained. On December 6 the armies 
of the Central Powers entered Bucharest. In January 1917 
the front was stabilised along the river Sereth.

Two thirds of the country, together with the capital, 
were in the hands of the enemy.

Various causes had contributed to precipitate this 
debacle.

To begin with, the Rumanian calculations concerning
7
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the military situation proved to have been erroneous. Neither 
the French nor the Italian campaign prevented the German 
and Austro-Hungarian army commands from detaching 
considerable forces from the Verdun and Isonzo fronts; 
Brussilov’s attacks slackened instead of gaining force, and 
the Sarrail offensive came too late and was in any case 
without importance. To cap all, the Russian assistance proved 
half-hearted; instead of the mighty army promised at the 
August convention, only a few Russian regiments turned up 
in Wallachia and the Dobrudja.

It is undeniable that the military situation on the various 
European fronts was far from favourable to the Rumanian 
enterprise. It is a question, however, whether, in view of 
its organisation, the Rumanian army would have been able 
to obtain more satisfactory results under more advantageous 
circumstances.

The Rumanian soldier is slow and not particularly 
brave; he goes forward if commanded to do so, but he 
has no initiative. Already in the first days of September 
complaints were heard in Bucharest that as soon as the 
German and Bulgarian bombardment had begun, the Ruma
nians had run away. Rumania had had plenty of time to 
prepare for the war, yet the equipment of the army was 
defective. Rifles of different calibre —  6 ‘ /2 and 8 mm —  
and various types, French Lebel and antiquated Rumanian, 
were being used. There were not enough cannon, and there 
was a complete lack of heavy and mountain guns; the few 
army aeroplanes were of old makes; and there were not 
enough boots and uniforms to go round. .With bitter irony, 
the King praised General Paraschiv Vasilescu to Alexander 
Marghiloman: "D o  you know” , he asked, "wherein lies his 
efficiency as an army leader? In his stinginess.” Marghilo
man had to confess that he did not understand, so His 
Majesty explained: "The General gives the soldiers of his 
division sandals to wear and keeps the boots intact at the 
depot."

The conversation turned to the rest of the army leaders. 
Marghiloman expressed his dissatisfaction with General 
Iliescu, the Chief of Staff, while the King criticised the 
other commanders. General Culcer had broken down after
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the first two months of the campaign; General Lupescu had 
collapsed and become a mere “rag” so that he could not 
stand upright; General Crainiceanu had lost his head 
entirely. Marghiloman could not suppress the question: 
“Had he ever had one?”

If the king was dissatisfied with his generals, he him
self was being criticised by the Queen. In her Memoirs she 
writes: " I  found the King depressed; certainly there is 
enough to be depressed about. I tried to persuade him to 
go about more, he will stand things better then. If I were 
the King I would go everywhere, see everything myself and 
talk to the troops, be amongst them continually, till they 
would adore me and gladly go to battle for my sake. I 
would be a  reality amongst them, not a name."

General Berthelot, the head of the French military 
mission, on the first occasion of inspecting the Rumanian 
troops, remarked sardonically: “Vous etes admirablement
desorganises.”

The inefficiency of the leadership manifested itself at 
the first great encounter, after the swift surrender of Tur- 
tucaia. To quote the words of M. C. Kiritescu, the Ruma
nian historian of the war:

“The first mistake was to shut up large forces in a 
fortress which has its back towards a wide river, the 
Danube, instead of using them for attack. There was war- 
material in plenty, but the men could not use it efficiently." 
“With the material which the defenders had at their dis
posal” , remarked the commander of the besieging Bulgarian 
troops, —  “even old women could have resisted for several 
weeks on end." Instead of which, Turtucaia capitulated 
within a few days. The chief cause of the catastrophe was 
a complete lack of subordination. But there were other 
troubles besides. The commanders had no grasp of the 
situation, the troops were massed on the western and 
southern fronts, whereas the enemy attacked on the eastern. 
And all this was capped by the unheard-of event that the 
commander of the fortress, General Teocorescu, fled without 
even awaiting the fall of the fort or appointing another 
officer in his place.

“The fall of Turtucaia", —  M. Kiritescu summed up —
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“made an enormous impression, no less by reason of the 
material loss it entailed than because of its moral effect. 
Our enemies laughed at us, while our friends knew not 
what to think of u s . . .  The shame of Turtucaia meant more 
than that we had received a slap in the face and a wound 
in the heart; it had a fateful influence on the subsequent 
development of the war. It was the initial cause of the 
many adversities and disasters which followed.’’

The "admirable disorganisation'' praised by General 
Berthelot had many similar consequences, which added to 
the general depression.

For instance, a regiment received orders to occupy 
Sepsiszentgyorgy, a town in Transylvania. When the regi
ment cautiously approached the town, it was discovered 
that it had already been occupied five days previously by 
Rumanian cavalry. “Had the order been given in the night
time’’, —  said the commanding officer of the regiment, —  
"Rumanians would have fought Rumanians on that occasion."

From the moment when the forces of the Central 
Powers appeared on the scene, the Rumanians suffered con
tinuous reverses. Whole regiments and even brigades were 
wiped out, and in the end the campaign degenerated into 
a general stampede. It was hardly to be wondered at that 
people became nervous and began to ask more and more 
insistently whether the war had been necessary. M. Mar- 
ghiloman put the question to the King himself, who answered 
promptly: “The war was absolutely necessary in order to 
cure the immense and general corruption of the country."

A  few weeks later, in the first days of October, Mar- 
ghiloman had another audience with the King, who wished 
to hear his opinion in regard to a concentration of the 
political parties and the formation of a coalition. Once 
again the question of the army cropped up in the conversa
tion.

"People accuse Iliescu, (the Chief of Staff) that he 
precipitated the war in order to conceal his thefts’ ’, said 
Marghiloman. “How is it that after two years of prepara
tion the army still lacks aeroplanes and field telephones, 
so that the army orders have to be carried by mounted 
messengers?"
10
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"The army staff", —  answered the King, —  “has 
nothing to do with aviation. The French sent us bad 
Breguets.”

"W h y  did we accept them? And why have we no heavy 
artillery?

“The Russians themselves have no more than twelve 
batteries. For the rest, we have no men to oppose to the 
Bavarians and the German Alpine corps."

After these disclosures His Majesty made the most 
ominous confession of all,

“Don't forget", —  he said, —  “that we are fighting in 
a hostile country” , (a few brigades were still in Transyl
vania at the time) "the Rumanians of Transylvania have 
received us as enemies.”

"A n  example must be made” , said Marghiloman, revert
ing again to the question of discipline and subordination —  
"instead of shooting a poor devil for mutilating himself, it 
is the generals who fail to carry out their orders who 
should be made to face a firing-squad.”

The military disasters completely prostrated the 
government. The late Professor Iorga wrote in his Memoirs: 
"Bratianu, in the face of all these reverses, and disap
pointed in his expectations of a short and easy war, fell 
into a sort of lethargy and thought only of the conclusion 
of peace. "P eace!” —  he kept reiterating, —  “Peace! But 
can we hope to conclude one?”

The Prime Minister's despairing mood was shared by 
all, soldiers no less than politicians. Only one person, and 
that person a woman, kept a high heart. General Averescu 
has given us a description of a Council at which Ministers, 
army commanders and the King himself were in the depths 
of despondency. Carol, the young Crown Prince, urged the 
continuation of the war; and when his words proved 
unavailing to infuse new courage into the company, Queen 
Marie stood up and asked: "Is  there not a single man to 
be found among you?"

The summer of 1917 brought a faint ray of hope.
During the lull in the hostilities between January and 

July 1917 the French military mission succeeded in reorga
nising the demoralised Rumanian army. A t the end of July
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the Rumanians, attacking at Marasesti with superior forces, 
secured some territorial advantages. But by this time the 
general demoralisation of their Russian allies was begin
ning to make itself felt. By order of the revolutionary 
Kerensky government the commander of the Russian forces, 
General Stzerbatcev, suspended all hostile operations, and 
on July 26 the Rumanian armies received the same order.

In August the German-Austro-Hungarian forces at
tacked in their turn, without, however, obtaining a decisive 
victory, and on September 3 they, too, were ordered to stop 
fighting. The army command was as yet far from realising 
the enormous losses suffered by the Rumanians, and was 
equally unaware that the Russian troops were so infected 
with revolutionary ideas that there was no possibility of 
making them renew the fighting. This temporary inactivity 
enabled the Rumanians to obtain some slight successes, 
which Rumanian historians like to call ‘ ‘the victory of 
Mara§e§ti” ; Professor Lupas, indeed, goes so far as to 
boast proudly that during the whole of the world war the 
Rumanian soldiers were the only ones who succeeded in 
defeating the ‘ ‘invincible” General Mackensen.

The Battle of Marasesti marked the end of the Ruma
nian campaign. The Russian assistance, never very 
efficacious, became wholly illusory as the revolution gained 
ground and the spirit of anarchy reached the front and 
disrupted the army. In the beginning of the autumn the 
Russian troops still faced the armies of the Central Powers, 
but they could no longer be induced to fight. Their discip
line had been completely undermined by the organisation 
of the Soldiers' Councils and the newly introduced system  
of elected commanders.

On December 9, 1917 the armistice of Focsani was 
concluded between the Central Powers on the one hand 
and the Russians and Rumanians on the other. The Ru
manians were left abandoned and alone on the battle-fields.

The Russian soldiers spent their time discussing poli
tical and ideological questions and electing their superior 
officers, whom they had no thought of obeying. Hundreds 
and thousands left the trenches and walked over to the 
enemy. A t last, in January 1918, the Russian regiments
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received the order to return home; their march back 
degenerated into a riot of looting and pillaging which the 
Rumanian soldiers and gendarmes were powerless to hinder. 
Not infrequently the Russians attacked the Rumanians and 
there were pitched battles between them, with prisoners 
taken on either side. On January 21, 1918, at Galatz, 3000 
Russians transferred themselves and their field-guns to the 
enemy trenches and delivered themselves up together with 
their Rumanian prisoners. A  Russian officer, pointing to 
his deserting men, observed to General von Morgen: 
“Three months ago these men fought like lions; to-day they 
are nothing better than cowardly old women.”

The Rumanians, abandoned by friend and foe alike, 
were constrained to sue for peace.

(To be continued)
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STEPHEN BOCSKAY
HERO OF THE W AR OF INDEPENDENCE

BY

LADISLAS SZENCZEI

T
ransylvania, in the eastern comer of the Carpathian 

Basin, is an excellent natural fortress. On the south, 
south-east and east the gigantic serried ranges of the 

Carpathians separate it from Wallachia, that is to say 
from the Plain of Sarmata, but on the west broad and ever- 
widening river valleys connect it with the heart of that 
Basin, the Great Hungarian Plain. Since the earliest times its 
sharply defined boundaries on the east and its open geo
graphical situation on the west have have made symbiosis 
with the Basin of Pannonia imperative. No wonder that 
when for the first time in history the Basin of the Car
pathians was organized politically —  a task of historical 
importance that devolved upon the Magyars —  Transylvania 
became an integral part cl Hungary, which it continued to 
be for more than 600 years right down to the middle of 
the XVI century. During more than five centuries pos
session of the splendid Transylvanian bastion enabled the 
Kingdom of Hungary to devote itself to the defence of 
western civilization in the south-east of Christian Europe 
and to do so with all its energies. Relying on the bastion 
of Transylvania, for over five hundred years Hungary held 
off the hordes of eastern barbarians attacking from the east 
and south-east.

But alas! in the fourteenth, or rather the fifteenth, 
century Hungary began to be threatened by a more dangerous 
invasion of barbarians than any that had preceded it, when 
the Turks who had made themselves masters of the Bysantine 
Empire launched an attack against Europe. In the previous 
centuries the waves of barbarian Petchenegs, Cumanians and 
Tartars broke on the splendid natural defence line afforded 
by the sickle-shaped range of the Carpathians, but the
14
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Turks, making a detour round the impregnable fortress of 
Transylvania, approached Hungary from the south. The 
geo-political factor that the Basin of the Carpathians 
is open on the south, where it is enclosed only by the line 
of the Danube and its tributaries, was in no small measure 
the reason why Hungary, which had been able to hold her 
own triumphantly against all dangers from the east, could 
not defend herself against the Turkish peril from the south. 
Viewed in the light of these events Transylvania's role is 
thrown into greater relief, and we are forced to the conclu
sion that without Transylvania Hungary cannot undertake 
any independent action, that in fact without it her very 
raison d’etre ceases to exist.

On the 29th of December it will be 336 years that 
Stephen Bocskay. elected prince of Hungary and Transyl
vania, and one of Hungary's greatest national heroes, closed 
his eyes for ever. The action taken by Bocskay and his 
triumphant war of independence are the most eloquent 
proof of the vital part that the bastion of Transylvania has 
always played and will continue to play in the life of Hun
gary and of the sorely tried Magyar nation. In the troubled 
and bloody first decade of the seventeenth century the des
tiny of Hungary and the Magyar nation soared aloft from 
what was perhaps its nadir to national dignity and indepen
dence. The heart of the country, Transdanubia and the Great 
Plain, were for the greater part under the Turkish yoke, 
while in the west, the east and even in Transylvania the 
sky was overshadowed by the Imperial Eagle of the Habs- 
burgs, who were bent on trampling national liberty and 
freedom of conscience under foot. The Magyar nation, 
namely, was the first, we may safely say the only nation 
in this far-off part of Christian Europe, to adopt that great 
spiritual movement of western civilization, Protestantism. 
In this corner of Europe Protestantism and the Magyars 
became so closely linked that to attack the former was to 
touch Hungary and the Magyar nation to the quick. When  
the Imperial power seated in Prague took arbitrary 
measures to stamp out Magyar Protestantism by force, the 
challenge was taken up by the vital forces of the nation 
and all at once old grievances began to be remembered and
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to smart. When the mercenaries of the Emperor drove the 
Protestant worshippers out of the cathedral in Kassa, the 
brimming cup suddenly overflowed and the standard of 
national resistance and rebellion leapt as it were of its own 
volition into the hands of the leaders of the Magyar 
armies. Stephen Boeskay —  who ironically enough was 
himself a Catholic —  was the man chosen instinctively by 
the nation fighting for its existence to be its leader, and 
Boeskay proved to be the man needed by the embittered 
nation. In every engagement his warriors defeated the 
mercenary hosts of the Emperor, driving them not only out 
of Transylvania but also out of the whole of the Kingdom 
of Hungary, so that his victorious heyducks plundered the 
borders of Austria and Moravia. Prague's arrogant dream 
vanished and it was forced to accept the terms dictated by 
the insurgents. Hungary's ancient Constitution, than which 
only the British Constitution is older, and Protestantism, 
which had become one with the Magyar spirit, were safe 
for a long time to come. But Boeskay and his insurgents 
would never have been able to achieve these results had 
they not had the bastion of Magyar Transylvania to support 
them. Thanks to its geographical situation and its configura
tion, it remained the nucleus and defence of the hard-pressed 
nation and of the Hungary whose rights and liberties had 
been curtailed. Transylvania was too hard a nut for Prague’s 
mercenaries to crack or to take serious control of. Scarcely 
had Boeskay raised the standard of liberty when Transyl
vania rose as one man and drove Basta’s armies defeated 
out of the country. W ith Transylvania as a base and muster
ing all its material and moral forces, the war of indepen
dence leaped forward into the Hungary of the Habsburgs, 
breaking the strength of the reactionaries everywhere.

Transylvania now became the real bastion of Magyar 
independence, the guarantee of Hungary’s continued 
existence as a State, at a time when her ancient rights were 
being constantly threatened by the Imperial power weigh
ing on the whole of Central Europe and working hand in 
hand with the Counter-Reformation. The sword of Tran
sylvania and the role it played was like the embodiment 
of that article in our ancient Charter, the Golden Bull,
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which authorized the nation to take up arms against any 
tyrannical measures instituted by the king. Under Bocskay's 
great successors, Gabriel Bethlen and George Rakoczi I, 
the Magyar Principality of Transylvania launched in a  
few decades almost fifty campaigns to protect liberty of 
conscience and national independence, and on each occasion 
the Transylvanian armies, following in the footsteps of 
Bocskay’s heyducks, won victories and almost shook the very 
foundations of the Imperial power in the Middle Danube 
regions. Later on, too, when the star of the independent 
Principality of Transylvania had set, Thokoly, and still 
later Francis Rakoczi II, one of the most brilliant figures 
in the nation’s history, relying on Transylvania, engaged in 
a persistent and heroic struggle against the superior forces 
of the Emperor, again and again saving the national and 
human rights of the people of Hungary.

Hitherto history has not revealed in their entirety the 
invaluable services rendered by Transylvania at the time 
of the Turkish peril, when Hungary lost her position as a 
Great Power and Transylvania offered an asylum to the 
flower of the Magyar nation, to its constitutional, humani
tarian ideals, its liberty of conscience and its legal institu
tions. It cannot be questioned that without Transylvania 
Magyar aims, the Magyar conception of a State, the Magyar 
legal system and perhaps even the Magyar nation itself, 
would have disappeared in the bloody and troubled cen
turies of the Turkish invasion when this unfortunate country 
was merely a battlefield on which a Christian and a pagan 
Emperor fought for mastery. It is certain that without 
Transylvania no trace would have remained of the Hun
garian Constitution, the peculiar Magyar legal system and 
the whole political conception of the Magyars, and that 
Hungary would never have been able to awaken at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century with so much energy and 
elan from the deep sleep induced by the dreary centuries 
when the Crescent and the Double-Eagle were the two 
dominant and ill-boding constellations. It is quite sure 
that without Transylvanias’s great princes, warriors, leaders, 
priests, teachers and intellectuals there would probably have 
been no era of reform, and that the great Szechenyi,
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instead of occupying himself with undertakings that were 
to affect the lives of whole peoples, would have spent his 
days as a farmer interested in agricultural innovations on 
his estate at Cenk. Nor would Louis Kossuth have been 
anything more than a successful lawyer in some loyal 
district of the Crown Lands.

There is another thing in which we see the finger
post of history's mysterious decree that Transylvania has 
been chosen and appointed to be the guardian of Hungary s 
great traditions, and that whenever it deviates from that 
path it is made to feel the inexorable punishment meted 
out by historical justice. Transylvania's armies and the 
movement originating in Transylvania always won laurels 
when they were used in defence of Hungary's cause, and 
always suffered bitter defeat when they sought success 
outside the protecting circle of the Carpathians and beyond 
Hungary’s historical frontiers. Two examples will serve to 
illustrate this. Prince Sigismund Bathory, a man of ambi
tious and unstable character, forgetting Transylvania’s 
historical mission and ignoring the protests of the Transyl
vanian Diet, joined forces with the no less ambitious 
Voivode of Wallachia, Michael as the latter's feudal lord, 
and they together sought military laurels and new conquests 
far beyond the Hungarian frontier on the Danube and in 
the Balkans. This undertaking, which apparently was a 
success, led in fact to Transylvania being attacked by the 
treacherous Voivode of Wallachia and to Basta's bloody reign 
of terror, in a word to Transylvania's ruin. Another Prince 
of Transylvania, George Rakoczi II, a man just as ambi
tious and unstable as Sigismund Bathory, aspired to the 
throne of Poland and led the armies of Transylvania across 
the Carpathians to that country. His armies suffered the 
humiliation of being taken captive by the Tartars, and the 
end of this unfortunate undertaking was that for three 
years Tartar and Turkish hordes wrought havoc in Tran
sylvania, reducing to ashes the prosperity of the country 
which had been built up by its great and wise princes.
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THE HUNGARIAN NATIONAL THEATRE 
IN KOLOZSVAR 150 YEARS OLD

BY
N. E.

For the first time, on 11th November 1792, Hungarian was 
heard on the stage in Kolozsvar, when a farce entitled 
,,A titkos ellenkezes vagy Kolcseri“ (Secret enmity or 

Kolcseri) was performed. Little more than this bare fact is 
known about that first performance. The play itself and the 
programme are lost. W e  know the premises where the first 
Hungarian play was performed. In Jokai Street stands 
the Rhedei House in the ballroom of wich the performance 
was held. Now when Kolozsvar and all Hungary is celebrating 
the 150th anniversary of the Hungarian theatre in Kolozsvar, 
these data seem very poor and meagre, but we must be 
content with them. W e guess rather than know the great 
interest and enthusiasm felt by the people of Kolozsvar at 
the time. This was not the first theatrical performance in the 
town. Written traces of German companies1 performances 
exist, but they must have been troupes of mountebanks playing 
in the marketplace to entertain the common people.

W hat took place in the Rhedei House on 11th November 
1792 was something quite different, something that stirred 
the whole town, the aristocracy as well as the citizens. 
The students, who at that time too were in the front 
line of the struggle for "national improvement", were wild 
with enthusiasm, the whole movement having been sponsored 
by them. How great the success of the company was we do 
not know, but from that time on the Hungarian theatre had 
taken root in Kolozsvar. While poor, dreaming Ladislas
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Kelemen, destitute and starving in German Pest— Buda, 
hopelessly tried to scale the wall of indifference only to 
succumb, in Kolozsvar the hearts of the people were touched. 
W hat Kelemen attempted in Pest was the determined, 
heaven-storming enterprise of one man; in Kolozsvar the 
nobility and citizens of Transylvania made the ques
tion of the Hungarian theatre their own affair, supporting 
it not only with words, but also with money.

In the whole history of the theatre it would be hard to 
find so strange and inspiring a tale as the story of how the 
Hungarian theatre in Kolozsvar came into being. Amost 
everywhere in Europe the art of the theatre had its origin 
in popular plays performed in the marketplace. The 
Harlequins, Pulcinellas, Dottors, Capitans and Polillas 
gradually ceased to be mere laughter-making clowns and 
became artistic performers, and then all they had to wait for 
were the poets. Goldoni, Shakespeare, Moiliere and a host 
of their lesser statellites gave drama its final form. Since 
then we have the modern European theatre, drama and 
histrionic art.

Hungary had no part in this organic development. While 
Shakespeare's genius sparkled at the court of Good Queen 
Bess, while Puck chuckled, Othello suffered and Hamlet 
muttered his famous monologue, Hungary, without a friend, 
breathlessly struggled for her very existence. While Paris 
was thrilled by Molliere’s bitter humor and the Sun King 
sat enthroned in silks and velvet, Magyar blood was flowing 
in torrents. And if now and then the students of some college 
in the mood for play-acting staged a  performance, the 
exuberant high spirits of the youth were frowned upon by 
their professors.

Shakespeare and Moliere were long dead, in Germany 
Goethe and Schiller sang when life began to pulse again in 
Hungary. Tremors began to run through the tortured
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moribund body of the nation. In Vienna this was supposed 
to be merely the reflex twitchings of a corpse, but at home 
there were people who believed that beneath the cold and 
rigid exterior there was life, strong luxuriantly budding life. 
They set to work to revive the seeming dead. Every means 
to that end was considered expedient, but the best of all 
were intellectual means. The Magyars must be awakened 
from their torpor and made great by raising their intellectual 
standard. The chief aim was "national improvement".

"W e  must have a theatre!" This decision began to 
crystallize in Transylvanian public opinion. George Ararika 
writes letters, Baron Nalatzi, Lord Lieutenant of County 
Hunyad, the Bethlens, and Banffy, the Governor, make plan 
after plan. The aristocracy discusses the theatre as a 
necessary institution and weighs the methods by which it 
might be created. The atmosphere is favourable and a warm 
welcome is assured the actors. A ll that is now needed is 
an enterprising troupe of pioneers. This is soon found. On 1st 
October 1792 an application was submitted to the Governor 
by John, Stephen and Rozalia Fejer, Joseph Ormenyszekesi 
Kontz, John Gyulai Saska, Paul Gidofalvi Jancso, Michael 
Verestoi, Theresa Kis and Theresa Keszegh. The Royal 
Superintendent’s Council decides that “ they may play in this 
country in order to improve the knowledge of the Hungarian 
language and the morals of the young people", and on 2nd 
October at a Diet of the States the motion was carried.

W hat is most important in the whole document issuing 
the licence is that it clearly reveals that for Transylvania the 
theatre was considered a national task. It was not devised 
to be a source of entertainment, like mountebanks and dancing 
bears, but a national educational institution to improve morals 
and develop the language. The decision of the Estates, the 
elite of the nation, proves that opinion was united. One feels 
that an old well-considered idea took shape in that document.
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Kotsi Patko creates the theatre.

The movement lacked a leader, a real actor-manager. It 
was particularly fortunate for the Kolozsvar theatre that like 
a deus ex machina the man best fitted for this role appeared, 
as it were, from the blue. This was John Kotsi Patko, a 
landowner of the Mezoseg, a retired soldier who had been 
a cadet in Senyi’s infantry regiment. With this regiment he 
had wandered and fought in Italy, Germany and France, but 
while his fellow-officers had spent their leisure in taverns and 
running after women of the West, Cadet John Kotsi Patko 
bought books and visited the museums. W ith an unquenchable 
thirst he drank in all the culture of the W est. It was at this 
time that the great critic Lessing laid down his aesthetic 
principles, and Kotsi immediately absorbed his teachings. It 
cannot be doubted that this soldier with a thirst for culture 
was a regular theatre-goer. Perhaps even then he dreamed 
of a time when his own backward country would possess one. 
Ill-health made him leave the army and retire to his estate 
in Transylvania. Then came the great Maecenas' of the theatre, 
W esselenyi who decided that he should be leader of the 
actors. Wesselenyi knew his man. Without a moment’s hesita
tion Kotsi Patko turned his back on the peaceful life of a land 
owner and set out first for Zsibo, then for Kolozsvar. When 
he took his place among the actors rehearsing for their first 
performance, there was no question but that he was the first 
among them. Patko with his great culture and ripe artistic 
views became the manager of the company. He was the 
nucleus around which the theatre in Transylvania crystallized. 
The first two decades of the theatre in Kolozsvar, in fact 
the Hungarian theatre as such, is identified with Kotsi Patko.

He was certainly not a dreamer. He knew quite well 
what he wanted and would not allow himself to be turned 
away from it. When necessary he stood up against the 
magistrate of Kolozsvar, and had no scruples about using
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force to discipline recalcitrant members of his company. He 
was often at loggerheads with the actors, but Nicholas W es- 
selenyi, that great Maecenas and passionate lover of the 
theatre, was always on his side, so that he could work 
undisturbed. He trained actors and collected a repertoire. 
He was the first, not only in Kolozsvar, but also in the whole 
of Hungary, to stage Shakespeare. „Hamlet” was played in the 
ballroom of Samuel Pataki’s house in the marketplace in 1789.

The inestimable service rendered by John Kotsi Patko 
was that his extraordinary culture and sure artistic taste led 
him to link up the Kolozsvar theatre with theatrical art. 
The plays of Lessing, Shakespeare, and many other foreign 
playwrights were part of his repertoire. Kotsi Patko's 
undertaking was a success that once and for all decided the 
fate of the Hungarian theatre. People stopped saying that the 
Hungarian language was uncouth and unfit for the theatre 
and that it would never attract an audience. Patko proved 
the contrary to be true. The Kolozsvar theatre grew in 
strength and sent out branches in every direction that 
preached and practised the principles laid down by their 
master Patko. He was the sun, and the torch he lighted 
continued to burn steadily in the hands of succeeding 
generations. After the death of his wife, he retired broken
hearted, but by that time the future of the Hungarian theatre 
was safe. New priests and adherents of Thalia arose to preach 
the tenets of histronic art. When in 1842 John Kosi Patko 
died in Kolozsvar he knew that the Hungarian theatre would 
live for ever.
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THE SITUATION IN SERBIA
BY

IM RE P R O K O PY

I n September last an anti-Communist exhibition was opened 
in Belgrade. Its rich contents —  pictures, printed and 
other matter —  afford fresh proof of a fact well 

known for some time now, that the leaders of the guerilla 
fighting in Serbia are chiefly recruited from the intelligentsia 
and that under their guidance and with their collaboration 
the insurgents have been guilty of the most terrible acts of 
cruelty against their own racial kin. Borota, one of the most 
bloody-handed of the "people's commissioners" was an 
officer in the Yugoslav army, and another, Rato Vubi- 
chevitch, fought as a volunteeer with the Spanish red army 
during the civil war. This monster in human form skins 
prisoners of his own race alive and pours vitriol on their 
exposed flesh, or rips their bellies and tears out their entraili. 
Most of his prisoners have their eyes torn out. A  dish cor- 
taining human eyes that she had bestially cut out of tie 
sockets of living victims was found in the possession of a 
Communist woman. Near Uzhitsa, a  town that for a long 
time had been held by the rebels, the horribly mutiliated 
corpses of 372 Serb peasants were dug out of one pit. 
(“Donauzeitung” , Sept. 13.)

Thee and other horrors were revealed to many 
thousand visitors to the anti-Communist exhibition, who 
must be glad from the bottom of their hearts that the Serb 
volunteer trooops, organized by Premier Neditch and helped 
by the German occupying forces, have after more than a 
year of bitter fighting managed to save the greater part of 
the country from the terrors of Communism and the 
lawlessness of the no less extreme nationalist bands of 
General Mihailovitch.

The men who brought the greatest misfortunes on the 
Serb nation were those who last year wittingly, or because
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they did not realize the serious consequences of their acts, 
stupidly incited the Serb people to rebellion, thus plunging 
the whole nation into misery. The effects of these 
lamentable events are still being felt by all the Serb people, 
losing the war would not have been followed by such dire 
consequences as this unfortunate rebellion undertaken in 
the service of foreign interests, for it has made life insecure, 
set brother against brother and estranged the best friends. 
Because of it —  says the Serb official statement —  it was 
necessary to issue an Ordinance placing the country in a 
state of emergency. (Belgrade newspapers and “Delvi- 
deki Magyarorszag” .)

Twenty followers of Drasha Mihailovitch, the leader of 
the insurgents, have been sentenced to death by court martial 
for espionage, attempts to destroy property and incitement. 
The sentence has been executed.

According to the official statement regarding the 
reconstruction of the Serb Government, ‘ ‘it was neces
sary to eliminate the hindrances that prevented the 
Government doing harmonious and systematic work for 
the future of the country. It is to be hoped that this great 
work will now be successfully completed, for the destroyers 
of peace have been overcome and when the bloody fighting 
still going in the country, though with diminished violence, 
is over, the path of peaceful development will stand open. 
Great tasks lie before the Government. It must prepare the 
nation for an independent life. The reconstruction of the 
Cabinet was undertaken with this end in view." (Belgrade 
newspapers Nov. 8, "Delvideki Magyarorszag” Nov. 10 and 
"Reggeli U jsag” , Nov. 12.)

The statement announcing the reconstruction of the 
Serb Government was followed on November 8th at noon 
by Premier General Neditch's wireless speech to the nation 
in which he sharply condemned the Serb politicians who as 
the leaders of Yugoslavia on that fateful 6th of April, not 
understanding the spirit of the age, gave their services to 
capitalism and plutocracy and there-with plunged the 
country into ruin. Continuing his speech Premier Neditch 
said: — "  Obeying foreign orders and in the service of 
foreign interests, we rushed into war and lost it. Besides
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this misfortune, last year, when the war between Germany 
and Russia broke out, the nation was thrust into civil war 
by the evil forces of Communism. Seeing the imminent 
danger, with the consent of the commander of the occupying 
army I formed a Government with a  view to saving the 
Serb nation. I considered it was my task to save the Serb 
people from destruction. Thanks to the self-sacrifice of the 
country and the sense of duty inspiring the people, the 
danger has been averted, and peace and order have been 
restored throughout the land. That peace and that order must 
at all costs be maintained.” Premier Neditch then went on 
to speak of how the Moscow and London radios were 
inciting the Serbs to rebellion. “You must not” —  he said 
—  “and you shall not listen to the propaganda of the refugee 
Serb Government in London, for they and their adherents 
are digging the grave of the Serb nation. They it was who 
brought Yugoslavia to ruin. One 6th of April was enough. 
W e have had enough of smoking Serb towns and villages. 
There will be no repetition of the horrors of Chachak, 
Uzhitze and Matchva. The comparative peace and order 
reigning now in the country has been bought at a  high price.” 
The Premier next proceeded to refute the foreign propaganda 
that was exciting and inciting the Serbs from Moscow and 
London. Among the lies spread by these foreign broadcasting 
stations was the report that Drasha Mihailovitch with a 
force of 100.000 men had given battle to the Government 
troops at Vranje, routed them and taken 25.000 prisoners. 
Premier Neditch categorically denied the truth of that 
report, spread to cause unrest. He said: — • “According to 
London, Mihailovitch has created the second European front 
and will revolutionize the Balkans. The object of this 
report is obviously to start a new civil war in Serbia. The 
Serb bloodshed was not enough for them; they would like 
it to flow on unchecked. The man who reads the news in 
the Serb language in London every evening says that the 
“ Yugoslav Government” in London has sentenced to death 
the men who are at the head of affairs in Serbia today. 
W e  do not take these death sentences seriously and 
energetically protest against any unwarranted intervention 
in our internal affairs. The “Yugoslav Government" dug 
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Yugoslavia's grave and were the cause of our present 
serious situation. It is no business of ours where and when 
there will be a second front in Europe, but it will not be 
here, for the Serb people will not be gulled again by 
warmongers or by Mihailovitch’s outlaws in the forests. 
The day will come when we shall call the intriguing Serbs 
in London to account. A s  for those at home, I declare all 
who sympathize with Mihailovitch traitors and order the 
authorities to persecute and capture them." Neditch also 
spoke of Slobodan Jovanovitch, Premier of the “Yugoslav 
Government" in London and of one of his Ministers, Milan 
Grol. He said they were the men who suggested the opening 
of a second front in the Balkans, caring not whether the 
Serb nation lived or died.

Premier Neditch concluded his radio speech by saying 
he would take the most energetic measures to strangle any 
movement that aimed at upsetting the present order. He 
begged the population to beware of the partisans and do 
everything to help the Government and the authorities in 
their determined efforts to defeat the rebels. (Belgrade 
newspapers, “Reggeli U jsag" and “Delvideki Magyarorszag" 
Nov. 10— 11.)

If General Neditch’s Government seriously and without 
any mental reservation wishes to join the new European 
order and establish internal peace in Serbia, we hope that 
their efforts will be crowned with success and that after so 
many hard blows and sore trials the Serb people will in the 
end achieve peace and prosperity.

THE SITUATION IN SERBIA
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1943 ESTIMATES OF MINISTRY OF NATIONAL DEFENCE
In the debate on the Estimates of the National Defence 

Ministry the rapporteur and the deputies speaking on behalf 
of the several Parties all alike expressed the greatest apprecia
tion of the National Defence Army, of its spirit and of its heroic 
actions. All alike offered all the material assistance the nation 
could give for the development of the army.

Minister William Nagy thanked the House for the unanimous 
expression of appreciation. He declared that it was his prime 
duty to observe and to make others observe the Constitution 
and the laws of the country. The Army had every reason to be 
proud, not only of its achievements, but also of the fact that 
it expressed the unanimous will of the nation. Only the Army 
could ensure the country. The gallant exploits of the Army 
were worthy of its ancient traditions. The Army was responsible 
for defending the territorial integrity, the peace and the liberty 
of Hungary. For on the north-eastern frontier of the country 
there had stood a Power armed to the teeth ready for attack 
whose only object had been to subvert all societies professing 
other views and to destroy religion, family, morality and 
culture. The Russia of Stalin had stood armed to the teeth 
ready to sweep Hungary away and in the event of her efforts 
being crowned with success to absorb the Hungarian nation and 
degrade the country to the humiliating position of a wretched 
province of Russia. It was therefore its vital interests that had 
ranged the Hungarian people on the side of the great cultured 
nations, the Germans and Italians, who had undertaken to root 
out the Red Peril. He (the Minister) had with his own eyes, during 
his visit to the front, convinced himself that the war of today 
was a fresh Mongol inroad on an intensified scale in which the 
greatest suffering had to be borne, not by the troops fighting 
in the field, but by the land visited by the ravages of battle 
and by the people living on that land. We should be grateful 
to Heaven that this danger had been removed almost 2000 kilo
metres from the Hungarian people. This struggle must at all 
costs be brought to a victorious issue; for, whereas after the 
havoc wrought by the Mongol inroad it had proved possible 
to rise again, if bolshevism got the upper hand, there would 
never again be any national resurrection. The Hungarian Army 
was fighting so heroically on the banks of the Don, not for 
foreign interests, but for the future of the Hungarian people.
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The Minister then said that all disunion must be set aside: 
there must be an end of pusillanimity; and people must make 
up their minds resolutely to bear privations in order that the 
nation might serve as a worthy hinterland for the army fighting 
at the front. The Minister explained the social measures con
tained in his latest ordinance. He was convinced that the nation 
would if necessary gladly make even greater sacrifices. It was 
a matter of vital importance, therefore, that inner order, unity, 
agreement and discipline should be maintained at home. No 
one should ever forget that the Russian Army was a resolute 
and well-equipped army. He felt convinced that only nations 
clothed in mail and armed to the teeth would survive the 
present world-conflagration. The national defence organization 
must be relieved of many charges in order to enable it to fulfil 
the tasks devolving upon it with the utmost possible efficiency. 
The soldier must be relieved from the necessity of having to 
trouble about petty worries impeding him in throwing his 
whole soul into his profession. The Army, however, had to have 
at its disposal also workers not engaged in military duties 
strictly so called. That was why the Government had introduced 
the system of public utility service.

The House of Deputies received the Minister’s speech with 
a cordial ovation; the speech had indeed been continually inter
rupted by loud bursts of applause.

EDUCATIONAL DEBATE IN THE HUNGARIAN 
PARLIAMENT

On 11th November the Hungarian Parliament held a debate 
on the Estimates of the Ministry of Education. The Government 
Party rapporteur and members expressed their approval of the 
Christian and national spirit of the Government’s educational 
policy. A  member from Transylvania gave voice to' the hope 
that the churches there would always preach the faith in the 
Hungarian tongue. The speaker for the Independent Farmers 
Party thanked the Minister for not allowing the youth of the 
country to be drawn into Party politics. A  National Socialist 
member sharply condemned any disturbance of the peace be
tween the different denominations. A  member from Southern 
Hungary reaffirmed the loyalty of the restored areas.

M. Eugene Szinyei-Merse, Minister for Public Education, 
began his speech by saying that now when Hungary had concen
trated all her efforts primarily on the struggle for a new 
Europe, the Budget had had to conform to the stern realities 
of the times. Despite this the salaries of teachers and professors 
and the State grants to the clergy had been increased. Educa
tion had been improved and the standard of the schoolbooks 
raised. He could not lay stress enough on the importance of
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traditions, and had therefore done what he could to imbue Hun
garian public education with them. He recognized that it was 
his task to make public education more Magyar, more European 
and more modern. The work of inculcating a Magyar spirit in 
the children began in the infant schools and continued with 
increasing endeavour to the end of their university education. 
He raised his voice in warning to and protest against writers 
who falsified the historical past of the country either wilfully 
or through ignorance.

The Minister then went on to say that the number of 
non-Magyar schools would be increased. The Hungarian Govern
ment not only preached, but also practised, the great principle 
of nationality equality. This spirit was responsible tor the fact 
that the nationalities in thousand-year-old Hungary had been 
able to preserve their languages, customs and national traits, 
and it was in this spirit that he intended to continue his work. 
But from this place he asked the nationalities never to forget 
that they were also citizens of the fatherland. As Hungarian 
citizens they had duties as well as rights, the first of which 
was unswerving loyalty to Hungary and readiness to labour for 
the good of their common country. The General Literary and 
Cultural Council was to be reorganized. New, modern artists’ 
settlements were to be established and everything would be 
done to encourage the artistic development of Hungarian films. 
Some of the secondary schools were to be turned into technical 
secondary institutes.

M. Szinyei-Merse said he considered it desirable to begin 
teaching Hungariology in the infant schools, and here folksongs, 
folk Jnusic and peasant customs were destined to play an im
portant role. The question of the Ethnographical Museum would 
also receive attention.

What the Minister said about the extreme importance of 
peasant universities shows that he has a profound understand
ing of the requirements of the age. He thought it necessary to 
have an experimental peasant university working under his 
direction, which would acquire experience and lay down the 
guiding principles to be followed in this branch of education. 
There would be a reform of public and school libraries. It was 
the Minister’s intention to publish a large number of cheap 
copies of the Hungarian classics to bring them within reach 
of wide sections of the population. He wished to do away with 
the one-sided type of education provided by the Latin schools 
and to turn a number of those secondary schools into tech
nical ones.

M. Szinyei-Merse’s concluding words were that Hungary 
was entitled to a place in Europe only so long as she was 
representative of the pure and lofty historical ideology of the 
Hungarian nation.
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THE HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENTS PLANS AS REVEALED 
IN THE ESTIMATES

On 10th November the Hungarian Parliament began the 
debate on the Budget, taking the Estimate for Home Affairs first. 
The Government Party rapporteur and those of the Party who 
spoke emphasized that the reforms must be carried out accord
ing to ancient national traditions and in the form dictated by 
them. All the Government Party members approved of the 
Government's social programme. Members of the Transylvanian 
Party stated with due appreciation that the Family Protection 
Fund had provided 36.000 families with homes. The speaker for 
the Christian Party and a member from Subcarpathia declared 
that national unity was perfect. The Opposition urged various 
reforms.

M. Francis Keresztes-Fischer, Minister of the Interior, 
announced that order and tranquillity would certainly be main
tained. Any faults found in public offices would be rectified 
without respect of person. The best way to preserve order and 
tranquillity was by means of a good social policy. The work 
of the Family Protection Fund was satisfactory. The Minister 
was determined to do all in his power to extend the scope of 
the health services, but owing to the war an adequate develop
ment of the hospitals would have to wait.

During the debate on the Estimates of the Ministry of Agri
culture the speakers for the Government Party said that agri
culture must be made profitable by an adequate scheme of 
rationalization, and that they approved of quality before quan
tity. The same opinions were expressed by the Christian Party 
and members from Transylvania and Southern Hungary. The 
Opposition criticized the Government's price policy.

Baron Daniel Banffy, Minister of Agriculture, began his 
speech by saying that today the cultivation of rice was a vital 
problem. It had been possible to increase the area of land under 
rice by two thousand yokes, and the production of plants yield
ing oil had been so largely increased that it was now possible 
to supply the requirements of the Hungarian Air Force. The 
mechanization of agriculture had also made progress. Farmers 
who had increased their crops by means of deep autumn 
ploughing and who had put more land under bread cereals this 
year than last, had received a premium. Even the serious diffi
culties with fodder had not caused a decline in cattle-breeding. 
The total value of Hungary’s live stocks was estimated at 
5.000.000.000 pengo. Plans for the construction of a canal 
linking the Danube and the Tisza were technically complete. 
The Si 6 canal was being built and the Sajo was being made 
navigable up to Miskolc. This year 2500 kilometres of new 
canals had been constructed. A  system of locks now made the
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Koros navigable all the year round. Afforestation, was in pro
gress on a large scale. This year more than 16.000 sites for 
houses had been distributed and 63,000 yokes had been acquired 
for the purposes of land reform.

Speakers on the Government benches said that it had been 
a gigantic task to keep the railways running. Members of 
Imredy's Party and the National Socialists demanded the 
complete elimination of Jews from commercial life. The speaker 
for Transylvania expressed his gratitude for the construction of 
the railway line between Szeretfalva and Deda, and the 
Christian Party asked the Government to provide work for the 
soldiers returning from the war.

M. Joseph Varga, Minister for Commerce, promised large 
investments with a view to developing communications. He said 
he would improve and strengthen Magyar commerce. He 
promised commerce loans to the value of thirty million pengd. 
The plan proposing to restrict the issuing of trade licences to 
persons holding commercial diplomas was ready. In foreign 
trade Hungary had had record dealings with Germany. Italy 
came second on the list. Of the countries with free exchanges 
the first on the list was Sweden, then Switzerland. The Minister 
had been very pleased to enter into economic intercourse with 
Finland. In the Balkans most business was done with Turkey, 
and the Bulgarian markets, though smaller, were also of great 
importance. Because of transport difficulties business with 
Spain and Portugal was not very brisk, but with Slovakia the 
barter treaty had proved a success. 27.000 workmen had been 
employed on the construction of the Szeretfalva— Deda railway. 
Compared with 1930 the network of roads was 95 per cent 
longer. In process of construction were a bridge on the Danube 
at Doborgaz, two big concrete bridges on the Francis Joseph 
Canal and one on the Danube at 6buda .Great progress had 
been made in river navigation, and traffic at the Budapest 
Free Port had largely increased. The new public aerodrome at 
Budapest would shortly be ready. As compared with 1938 the 
business transacted by the Post Office had 'increased by 115 
per cent. In 1943 a further 100 villages would be linked up 
with the postal service. Next year, too, a new broadcasting 
relay station was to be opened and the building of another 
begun. The trouble with the railways was that very little roll- 
ingstock had been returned with the restored lines and that in 
Southern Hungary many bridges that had been blown up had 
to be repaired. Increased requirements created difficulties, but 
in spite of this passenger traffic was on the increase.

In the discussion of the Estimates of the Ministry for 
Industry the deputies speaking on behalf of all Parties alike 
voiced the wish that measures should be taken to ensure the 
undisturbed re-organization of Hungarian industry to enable it
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to take its place in the new economic order of Europe; also that 
a chamber of labour should be established.

M. Joseph Varga, Minister for Industry, established the 
fact that in certain fields industrial production had despite the 
prevailing difficulties developed favourably. The average number 
of workers employed during the year 1940 was 170.000. In 
August, 1942, the industrial establishments paid out 68.000.000 
pengo under the head of wages —  as against the sum of 50 
millions paid out under the same head in August, 1941. It had 
proved possible to materially increase the output of coal. By 
the aid of new methods and the use of substitute materials the 
textile industry had succeeded in overcoming the difficulties 
impeding its operations. Industrial decentralization had been 
effected on an unexpected scale. Credit actions for the support 
of craftsmen and tradesmen had been organized in 243 villages 
and townships; and, whereas in 1939 the value of the imports 
of the crafts amounted to barely P/2 million pengo, this year 
that value would exceed even 10 million pengo. The value of 
the exports of our cottage industry exceeded 17 million pengo. 
The motor-lorry and agricultural machinery departments of the 
Hungarian State Railways Machine Factory had developed 
their operations. This factory had achieved noteworthy results 
in the manufacture of locomotives and railway cars and in 
connection with the repair of damaged and the construction of 
new roads. The Hungarian film industry had also achieved signal 
successes. The costs of producing the 25 Hungarian films that 
had come out during the current economic year had exceeded 
5.000.000 pengo; and there had been a material increase in the 
demand lor Hungarian films in foreign markets. The Govern
ment was already making preparations for the solution of the 
problems incidental to the transitional and peace economy to 
follow after the war was over.

In the debate on the Estimates of the Ministry for Justice 
a wish was expressed that until the new criminal code had 
been prepared, the older code should be supplemented by 
novels. And the deputy speaking on behalf of the Transylvanian 
Party stressed that the St. Stephen conception ensured the 
minorities equality of rights, but that that equality was condi
tional upon loyalty to the State.

M. Ladislas Radocsay, Minister for Justice, announced 
that the criminal novel was being drafted which was to deal 
with the punishment of offences against religion, the family, 
marriage and the future generation. The drafting of the Bill 
dealing with the Press Chamber was nearing completion. Under 
the provisions of the Rehabilitation Act, during the past eighteen 
months 42.329 persons who had fallen into evil ways but had 
reformed had been granted the possibility to take their places 
in society without having to bear the opprobrium of a shady
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past. A  Bill was also being drafted dealing with the Chamber 
of Advocates.

W AR PENSIONS RAISED

Ordinance 670011942 M. E. issued by the Hungarian Govern
ment considerably raises, as from 1st January 1943. the pensions 
paid out to war widows, orphans and other members of the family 
receiving aid. War-crippled officers are to receive 300 instead 
of 240 pengo a month, non-commissioned officers 160 instead of 
120, and private soldiers 120 instead of 80. This applies to men 
who are registered as 100 per cent war cripples. The extras paid 
to men with families as a contribution towards the education of 
their children are to be four or five times as much as formerly. 
Blind war cripples are to receive another extra 20 pengo a month 
and those who are in constant need of medical attention will 
get an extra 60 to 80 pengo monthly. The Ordinance applies both 
to cripples of the last war and of this one.

Officers' widows are to receive 100 pengo a month, widows 
of non-commissioned officiers and private soldiers 60, fatherless 
children 30 and fatherless and motherless children 50 to 80 
pengo. Where there are four or more fatherless children or 
orphans the sum will be higher. The aid granted to other members 
of the family —  parents too old to work, grandparents and little 
brothers and sisters —  has been raised 100 per cent. The 
Government has ordered the authorities to provide these people 
with the kind of work for which they are fit and to give them 
priority when such work is available.

The persons entitled to war relief are those whose 
breadwinners are in the army or labour camps, provided that 
they lack adequate means of support. War relief will be paid to 
wives, legitimate, legitimized, adopted step- and foster-children, 
parents, grandparents, step, adoptive and foster parents, 
parents-in-law grandchildren, brothers and sisters, step-brothers 
and step-sisters, orphan or semi-orphan nephews and nieces, 
children born out of wedlock, the mothers of children born out 
of wedlock and receiving war relief, and all to whom the Minister 
of National Defence at his own discretion grants it. As a rule 
war relief for the young ceases at the age of 18, but if the 
recipient is a university student it goes on until the age of 24, or in 
special cases even longer. War relief ranges from 30 to 60 pengo 
a month, but if the family is large it increases progressively. 
Expectant mothers whose husbands are soldiers are to receive 
extra aid from the fifth month of their pregnancy till four months 
after the baby is born. War relief caeses two months after de
mobilization, but if a lengthy period of military service causes 
serious financial loss to the man or his family, they may continue 
to receive it for eight months after demobilization. The families
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-of those who are killed in action or die of some disease or 
wound acquired in connection with their military service will 
receive relief a year after their death. The families of prisoners- 
of-war and missing men are to get relief for three years after 
the conclusion of the war.

RECONSTRUCTION IN TRANSYLVANIA

Mention has been made more than once in this paper of the 
Transylvanian Electrical Co. Ltd. It has been stated that in 
order to develop industry in Transylvania the Ministry of 
Industry formed this company with a capital of 20 million pengo. 
The Company held the view that its first task was to establish 
at Marosvasarhely in Szeklerland new modern electrical works 
using natural gas to generate electricity. Most of the machinery 
required has been assembled and soon the steam turbines and 
other important machines will be bought. One of the items of 
the Company’s programme is to buy up, that is to say attach to 
itself, the smaller electrical works operating in Szeklerland. 
Negotiations to this end are in process with several of them, 
and we are told that the contract by which the Company takes 
over one of the Szeklerland electrical works has been approved 
by the Government, so that these works and its network of cables 
has now passed into the hands of the Transylvanian Electrical 
Company. Negotiations for taking over the Oltvidek Electrical 
Works are on foot and are likely to reach a satisfactory 
conclusion. Negotiations are also going on with Szeklerland 
timber firma respecting the poles required to carry the 60.000 
voltage cables. A  20.000 voltage cable starting from Szekely- 
udvarhely and leading to Marosvasarhely will run through 
Szejkefiirdo, Szentlelek, Malomfalva, Szentmihaly, Kabdnfalva, 
Kadacs, Kede, Andrasfalva, Nagy, Bozogfalu, Bozod and Erdo- 
szentgyorgy.

The County Council of Kolozsvar is now discussing with 
those concerned ways and means of carrying out a great plan it 
has conceived. This is to electrify the Kalotaszeg region in the 
near future, and providing the difficulties caused by the war can 
be eliminated the work will soon begin. The electrification of 
Jegenye, Sztana, Kalotanadasd, Korosfo, Sarvdr, Nyarszo, Kalo- 
tadamos, Jakotelke, Zentetelke, Kalotaszentkirdly, Magyarokereke, 
Ketesd, Magyarbikal, Farnas, Kispeteri, Varalmds and Kozeplak 
is to be carried out according to a plan elaborated by the Mi
nistry for Commerce and Communications. The municipality of 
Banffyhunyad has offered to pay the cost of supplying Gyero- 
vdsdrhely, Magyarkiskapus, Magyarkapus, Inaktelke, Bogartelke 
and Nddcsdaroc with electricity, and there is some talk of 
supplying it to Gyula, Szaszfernes, Magyarlona, Magyarvista, 
Mera, Szosag, Kisbdcs, Makofalva and Tiire. The electrification
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of these places would be carried out with the collaboration of 
the Kolozsvar Electrical Works.

A  welcome proof of the vitality ond enterprizing spirit of 
Magyar commerce is to be found in the “ Magyar Shop’’ which is 
to be opened on a co-operative basis by 21 Magyar shopkeepers 
in the premises of the old “ Szora Stores’’ in Kolozsvar. This 
storehouse was built during the Rumanian era by a Bucharest 
firm employing Rumanian and Czech capital. After the change 
of rule the Bucharest firm left Kolozsvar and its premises 
stood empty for two years. Now the Kolozsvar Public Welfare 
Co-operative Society, encouraged by the town’s agile Mayor, Dr. 
Tibor Keledy, has taken them over and placed them at the 
disposal of Magyar shopkeepers. The “Magyar Shop" will not 
function exactly as do stores, for the 21 young shopkeepers will, 
each in his own branch, keep his independence, and only certain 
things will be managed by a joint administration. In other words 
the organization of the “Magyar Shop" will be of a much looser 
nature than that usual in stores. It is therefore a new interes
ting experiment. The 21 shop premises in the building will sell 
clothes for men and women, knitted goods, bed-lines, baby 
clothes, leather trunks, leather fancy goods, furniture, wireless 
sets, electrical apparatuses, tobacco, lottery tickets, jewels, 
watches, books, paper, music, slippers, toys, groceries, tinned 
goods, liqueurs, glass, china, textiles and articles for sports, in 
a word every conceivable commodity. In the “Magyar Shop" a 
prominent place will be given to articles made by cottage 
industries, which are much better in quality and more durable 
than factory-made goods. The premises of the former “Szora 
Stores” have been entirely altered and, fitted with the most 
modern equipment; they now await a bevy of young Magyar 
shopkeepers who hope to make a success of the new enterprize. 
W e may confidently expect them to give renewed proof of the 
commercial abilities of the Magyar race.

INTENSIVE WORK IN UPPER HUNGARY

The county administrations are continuing with zealous 
devotion and liberal generosity the largescale work of construction 
initiated by the State after the re-annexation of the restored 
districts of Upper Hungary and of Subcarpathia. This fact is 
proved by the 1943 budget of the County of Abauj-Toma, 
within the framework of which the sum of 1,362.000 pengo has 
been appropriated for the purposes of the road-building fund. A  
considerable proportion of this sum is to serve to finance the 
building of new roads and bridges; though the greater part of 
the amount will be employed for the purposes of road repair and 
rolling operations.
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Considerable understanding is being shown in Upper Hungary 
also for the social questions. In its Estimates for 1943 the town 
of Kassa has appropriated the sum of half a million pengo for 
social and charitable purposes. The provision of clothing and of 
schoolbooks and equipment for poor schoolchildren, the granting 
of relief to families with many children, the maintenance of day- 
homes and of similar charitable institutions —  all these purposes 
are to be served by this amount. Last month a new day-home 
was inaugurated at Kassa with due ceremony. The inhabitants 
of the town were delighted with the establishment of this new 
day-home, which serves chiefly to help to solve the social 
problems of the poorer population of the outlying (slum) 
districts.

In the hills in the vicinity of Kassa, at Banko, the 
Municipality of Budapest is building a three-storied recreation 
home for the workers employed in its public utility undertakings. 
The completion of the outer walls was celebrated during the 
summer; and the recreation home may be expected to be ready 
for inauguration before very long.

Gratifying results are reported in connection with the house
building action of the National People’s and Family Protection 
Fund in Upper Hungary and Subcarpathia. This institution for 
the protection of the people set itself the taks of providing warm 
homes for poor families with many children in detached cottages. 
The action has been in progress since 1940; and this year in 
particular it has provided homes for a very large number of 
deserving Hungarian families. The house-sites are provided in 
the several counties by the respective Public Welfare Co-operative 
Society. The sites do not become the property of the families 
receiving them, who are only granted their use as usufructuaries. 
But those families with many children which meet their oblig
ations punctually may have the sites —  after payment of two- 
thirds of the purchase price —  entered in the land register as 
their own property. No bank security is needed to obtain a 
house-building loan, the sole security therefor being the family's 
moral value, its willingness to work and its diligence. In the case 
of those families which have more than four children the Public 
Welfare Co-operative Society also grants certain special benefits, 
—  the same being in the case of a family with nine children 
equivalent to an abatement of 60%. The sums paid by the poor 
families in lieu of annual rent do not exceed those usually paid 
under the head of house-rent; a great advantage enjoyed by 
the families concerned is that after a certain period the cottages 
pass into their possession, while at the same time these cottages 
ensure many Hungarian families deserving a better lot healthy 
homes which, though modest in character, are in every respect 
up-to-date and comfortable. In respect of the materials used, of 
the structure and building of the cottages the Natioanal People's
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and Family Protection Fund has done its best to provide the 
best quality of work, ensuring the families houses with good 
foundations, adequately insulated, with healthy flooring and in 
general built solidly enough to enable them to resist the ravages 
of time. At Kassa 50 family houses of the kind have been already 
provided. In Subcarpathia 139 family houses with gardens were 
inaugurated this autumn. In addition, at Munkacs, on the banks 
of the Latorca, the town's Public Welfare Co-operative Society 
has built two new two-storied apartment-houses in which — on 
the same terms as those in force in the case of detached family 
cottages — twenty poor Hungarian families have been allotted 
warm homes. Besides these two apartment-houses the town of 
Munkacs has built 25 detached family houses, which are already- 
being used as dwellings; and it has been proposed to build 
another five semi-detached houses. The Zemplen County branch 
of the National People's and Family Protection Fund during the 
present year is building altogether 168 family houses; more than 
half of these houses have already been handed over to their 
occupants.

The Council of the town of Kassa has realized the importance 
of the cultural role which the town has to play in the spiritual 
life of Upper Hungary. The town is predestined alike by its 
geographical situation and its historical and intellectual traditions 
to be the cultural centre of the Highlands. In the programme 
drafted by the town authorities of Kassa the chief points are the 
development and expansion of its cultural life. It has long been 
the ardent wish of the town that a technical university should 
be established there; the Ministry of Education is seriously 
investigating the scheme, which is not yet however ripe for 
execution. This year the town has provisionally confined itself 
to enlarging the commercial college, enabling it to admit 500 
students in place of the 250 hitherto registered. What the town 
has in mind is that later on one of the faculties of the technical 
university may be accommodated in the college. Kassa possesses 
a valuable town library comprising 140.000 volumes —  a very 
large liberary for a provincial town. Out of the amount of 740.000 
pengo appropriated by the town in its budget for cultural purposes 
the sum of 40.000 pengo is spent yearly on the maintenance of 
the library.

Not long ago a new periodical —  entitled “ tjj Magyar Mii- 
zeum” (New Hungarian Museum) —  was started at Kassa; both 
get-up and contents of this periodical are attractive. This 
periodical owes its origin to the joint efforts of the writers of 
Upper Hungary; it is being published by the Kassa Kazinczy 
Society, a literary association with a distinguished past. The 
periodical is to appear four times a year; it deals with literary, 
scientific and nationality questions. It is a reflection in particular 
of the intellectual life of Upper Hungary; its numbers — containing
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180 pages each —  will have supplements in Ruthenian and Slovak 
showing that it realizes its cultural mission. From a cultural 
point of view the Rakoczl Museum of Upper Hungary is of 
inestimable value to the town. This museum is next in importance 
only to the great public collections of the capital. Great care 
is being devoted also to the maintenance of the theatre. As we 
have already reported, this year the theatre was modernized; 
for a significant change has occurred in the theatrical life of the 
town of Kassa, the Staggione system previously in force having 
been replaced by the system of a permanent theatrical staff. 
The town grants the theatre a yearly subsidy of 70.000 pengo, 
besides supplying heating and lighting free of charge and 
providing an extraordinary subsidy of 12.000 pengo. The manage
ment of the theatre has concluded an agreement in terms of 
which the pieces to be staged by the Budapest Madach Theatre 
will be performed first at Kassa. The permanent company will 
also be supplemented from time to time by eminent members 
of the Madach Theatre. The musical life of the town will derive 
a considerable upswing from the re-organization of the 
Kassa Philharmonic Orchestra. And, finally, we must not forget 
to mention also the important work being done by the town's 
university extension settlement. The number of students attend
ing the various courses every year exceeds a thousand.

THE HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT’S CONSTRUCTIVE WORK 
IN THE SOUTHERN AREA

It is now more than a year and a half that the Hungarian 
Government has been labouring diligently in Southern Hungary 
to repair the havoc and make good the deficiencies caused by 
22 years of alien rule. The counties of Bacs-Bodrog and Baranya 
had to be lifted out of a deep slough of economic and cultural 
Balkanism. During the past 19 months the Hungarian Government 
has devoted more attention to Southern Hungary, carried out 
more plans and achieved greater progress in the fields of economy, 
social welfare and education than the Belgrade Government did 
in all its 259 months of lamentable administration.

In the creative work of a State a quarter of a year is a very 
short time, yet in the past three months the Government, engaged 
though it was in serious war efforts, has done much efficient 
work in the Southern areas. Not only were plan's and proposals 
dealing with post-war reconstruction discussed: important things 
were also done, and statistical figures eloquently witness to a 
gradual realization of the Government's programme for Southern 
Hungary.

New results were achieved this autumn in connection with 
the problem —  so important from the point of view of national
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economy — of land allotment. Nearly another 30.000 yokes have 
been allotted to landless agricultural labourers. According to the 
report issued, the following number of yokes of richly fertile 
B&cska soil were given to hard-working fathers of families in the 
months of September, October and November: at Zenta 6000, 
Horgos 4600, Martonos 3400, Ada and Moholo 2000 each, 
Szabadka 1335, Kula 1500, Grszallds 1200, Gyulafalva 600, and 
Magyarkanizsa 440. Besides these new allotments, in many other 
places the work which was begun earlier is being continued. But 
the distribution of land is not the only task devolving on the 
General Land Reform Committee in the Bacska. Besides this, 
with the Government's aid it has built houses for poor people in 
several villages of Southern Hungary. A large number of the 
houses that collapsed in the spring floods have been re-built. 
As the report states, at Bacsfoldvar 283 badly damaged or totally 
ruined houses have been restored and roofed, partly out of public 
funds and partly with the assistance of the General Family 
Protection Fund. At the beginning of October the new houses 
built for families with many children at Petervar were handed 
over to their new owners, who also received land, so that now, 
thanks to the Government, their livelihood is assured. Sites for 
houses were also allotted in various other villages; thus at 
Kishegyes 194 and at Oromhegyes 160 families received building 
sites free of charge.

Roads play an extremely important part in the economic 
life of the Southern areas. This was recognized in the first month 
after their restoration, and since then no expense or labour has 
been spared to improve them and build new ones. This autumn 
several highways and country roads were repaired, amongst 
others the Szenttamas-Obecse, Szabadka-Zombor, Bacsalmas- 
Bajmok, and T opolya-Zenta roads. Despite the shortage of 
transport facilities caused by the war it proved possible to extend 
the Szabadka-Zombor highway, and during the past three months 
work on other important metal roads (the Bajmok-Szabadka, 
Nagyfeny-Csantaver and Zombor-Bacsandrasfalva roads) has 
progressed satisfactorily.

Together with road-building and road-mending the work 
of filling up the deep tank-traps dug during the Serb regime is 
also going on. At Bajmok the canalization was repaired this 
autumn, at Palank the aqueduct. The Government has also built 
a number of large houses. No fewer than 57 stone houses (schools, 
health institutes, etc.) were either erected or are under repair. 
The large building for the County gendarmes in Zombor is also 
nearing completion.

Respecting the Government’s social welfare work special men
tion must be made of the highly important public health institutions 
created during the past 3 months. There is scarcely a village or 
group of farms in Southern Hungary without its health institute
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or day nursery. Modern health institutes have recently been 
created at Topolya, Bajmok, Palank and the Szekler settlements. 
Besides these, many day nurseries have been opened. A  home for 
310 children was established at Verbasz and one for 220 at Zenta. 
In Szabadka the Norma Foundation opened a poorhouse and thus 
solved the problem of mendicancy in the town. At Szabadka, 
too, a department for neurotic patients was opened in the Maria 
Valeria Hospital.

In the field of education an important event took place in 
the Bacska some weeks back. In October the VII and VIII classes 
of the elementary schools were opened. This innovation deserves 
special attention in view of the fact that during the Serb occu
pation the elementary schools had only six classes. Another 
noteworthy event was the formal opening of the Eastern Com
mercial Academy at Ujvidek. With this step the Government not 
only offers facilities of university training to the youth of 
Southern Hungary, but has also set up the first university in the 
Southern areas. Its importance in South-Eastern Europe is shown 
by the fact that many of its students are youths from the 
Balkans. ,

Post-school popular education is also being encouraged by 
the Government. Not long ago the Kalot, a one-year's people’s 
university course held at Palics, came to an end. About 30 students 
passed the examinations successfully. At the course arranged by 
the Committees for popular education 2369 day-labourers, shop 
assistants and factory hands passed their examinations at Zombor, 
3248 at Ujvidak and 1032 at Szabadka. Similar courses were held 
in Obecse, Bacskossuthfalva, Topolya, and other towns and 
villages of the Bacska. In autumn two well known theatrical 
companies set out on a tour through the Bacska to present to 
the village people the gems of the Hungarian drama.

As we see from the foregoing the stress of war has not 
prevented the Hungarian Government from continuing its construc
tive work, for although very serious difficulties caused by a 
dearth of raw materials and transport problems had to be over
come, the plans calling most urgently for execution have been 
successfully realized.

PROGRAMME OF WORK OF THE MAGYAR CULTURAL 
SOCIETY OF SOUTHERN HUNGARY

The Magyar Cultural Society of Southern Hungary, with 
headquarters at Ujvidek, has elaborated a plan of work for the 
year 1942— 1943. This detailed plan embraces education, economy 
and social welfare work, the care of the Magyars living in 
scattered districts, organization, propaganda and national 
politics. The Society, which was formed during the Yugoslav era,
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intends to extend its sphere of activity still further. It arranges 
courses for illiterates, and finishing courses for those who during 
the occupation were not able to attend Hungarian schools. It has 
published special school-books for illiterates and post-school 
students. It arranges lectures on various subjects of national 
interest, on history, literature, geography, natural science and 
national economy. It also arranges courses for farmers and cultural 
matinees, collects folksongs and dances, tries to induce people to 
wear old Hungarian costumes and organizes companies of peasant 
singers and dancers. It establishes libraries, provides Christmas 
presents for the poor, keeps up winter soup-kitchens and day 
nurseries and provides entertainment for the workmen and the 
unemployed. In the economic section branches have been estab
lished where economic knowledge is imparted, economic interests 
are protected and libraries of books on economic subjects are 
being created.

It is the intention of the Society to organize the Magyars 
living in scattered districts with the collaboration of the United 
W om ens Labour Camp. These scattered Magyar villages are 
being visited in order to prevent denationalization. In a word, 
there is no field of labour of a cultural nature in which the 
Society is not doing important and valuable work. It provides 
for the education of youth and the cultural training of the Levente 
youth group by searching among them for musical and literary 
talent. Special attention is being paid to university students. The 
Society has sport departments and also looks after the welfare 
of repatriated Magyars. It has a propaganda car of its own and 
does everything to throw into relief the unity of the Magyars 
of Southern Hungary. At present the Society numbers 300.000 
members.
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B U L G A R IA

BULGARIAN PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Since political life in Bulgaria was placed on a non-Party 

basis, entirely new possibilities of development have been opened 
up for the professional organizations. It is now eight years that 
these organizations are under State control and that their deve
lopment has been assured by means of special laws. It may now 
be asserted that today they are the greatest social factors in 
Bulgarian life.

The General Alliance of Bulgarian Agriculturists is the 
largest professional organization in the country. It was formed 
in February 1937, and since then has assumed gigantic propor
tions. Membership is not compulsory, but all members must pay 
a certain membership fee. By the end of 1941 the Alliance boasted 
of 4099 local branches, called “Zadrug” . Of these 218 were 
bee-keeping and 118 vine-dressing associations. At the end of 
June last a certain decline was noticeable, but progress in the 
newly acquired areas was so striking that today the number of 
local branches numbers 4300.

At the end of 1941 the number of farmers belonging to the 
organization was 1.262.626, of whom 627.418 were Bulgars. This 
number was made up as follows: 594.623 peasants, 7378 bee
keepers, 12.941 market-gardeners and 12.526 vine-dressers. By 
the end of July last the number had risen to 750.000, which 
means that 60 per cent of all Bulgaria's agriculturists are members. 
Three hundred persons are employed by the secretariate and the 
committee.

The Alliance's budget in 1941 was for 52.000.000 levas, of 
which 88 per cent was realized. In 1942 the budget was for
75.000.000 levas, the Alliance, besides this, had at its disposal 
2.023.454 levas representing arrears in membership fees. Its 
health fund amounts to 12.478.359 levas, and it has 42.000.000 
owing to it. Its relief fund has already paid out 60.000.000 levas.

In 1937 the Co-operative Alliance held 85.000 organizing 
meetings, 10.000 conferences and 30.000 lectures. A newspaper 
called the " Somledelska Sadruga" is also published by the 
Alliance. Its circulation amounts to 100.000 copies, and is expected 
to increase to 150.000 this year. The organization of Agricultural 
Co-operatives has set up numerous dispensaries and nursing 
homes. The above-quoted figures show that it is the biggest 
co-operative organization in Bulgaria and that it looks after the
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cultural and economic interests of 80 per cent of the Bulgar 
people. Its achievements are a source of the greatest satisfaction.

The Co-operative Alliance of the Bulgarian Working People 
is the second biggest organization in Bulgaria. This Alliance is 
the general ideological and professional organization of the manual 
workers. It is under State control, co-operates closely with 
other economic organizations, and its aim is to satisfy the economic 
and cultural needs of the working people and protect their 
interests in the field of social justice. In numbers 207.117 mem
bers, 151.693 of whom are men and 55.424 women. The Alliance 
has 75 district societies with 297 ordinary branches, 547 associate 
societies and 3 associate unions. The Workers Co-operative 
Syndicate has held 6456 meetings in seven years, the general 
unions 29.622, the workers’ societies 6591 and the district 
societies 2800. Besides this they achieved the following successes 
in connection with the laws passed during the past six years in 
the field of social legislation: In 1940 the pensions of the 
workmen and officials employed by the State mines were regu
lated, in 1941 the insurance of clerical employees was carried 
through, as was also a law dealing with the erection of houses 
for workmen. In 1941 the workmen were insured and a Decree 
Law, the draft of which was prepared in 1936, was passed. This 
law deals with collective contracts and the methods of settling 
disputes between workers and employers. All these Bills have now 
become law. Besides these the Alliance drew up drafts of the 
following Bills which were then passed: A Bill establishing 
insurance institutions for unskilled workmen, one raising 
their annual paid holiday from seven to fourteen days and one 
doing away with night work for bakers. The Alliance has 51 
theatrical companies, 36 choirs, 22 orchestras, 18 groups of dancers 
and 30 sports associations. The Alliance's publications are read 
by 30.000 Bulgarian families.

The Bulgarian Craftsmen’s Association. In 1934 the Bulga
rian Craftsmen's Association did not number more than 10.634 
members. Today it is the third biggest organization in the country, 
with 98.135 members. Its aim is to promote their welfare, and 
one of its greatest achievements is that it has obtained permission 
for them to import the tools and machines required to improve 
their work customs free. The Bulgarian craftsmen have created 
a pension fund, organized themselves, and their participation in 
the preparation of laws is growing steadily. They have also 
greater aims in view.

The Bulgarian Merchants' Guild is the fourth largest pro
fessional organization in Bulgaria. In 1935 it had only 5000 
members; today they number 84.000. These 84.000 merchants are 
organized in 470 societies. Added to these are the societies in 
the newly acquired territories, whose number at present is not 
ktiown.
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CROATIA

SELF-SUFFICIENCY IN THE INDEPENDENT CROAT STATE
In the Yugoslav era Serb official circles always opposed 

Croatian independence with the argument that it would spell 
disaster for the Croats because they could not solve the problem 
of self-sufficiency. Now that the Croat people have achieved their 
aim, M. Ante Makar, economic councillor, throws the following 
light on this question.

In the first place he points out that Croatia is at war, a 
great part of its arable land cannot be cultivated, what can be 
cultivated cannot be properly tilled for lack of manpower and 
implements, and besides this, the country must provide food for 
a large number of its own soldiers and those of its allies; so the 
situation is quite as difficult in Croatia as in any other country 
at war. If, however, we judge the situation by the standards of 
peace times, the picture is quite different. Taking the figures for 
the years 1929 to 1939 as a standard, we get the following 
results: —

The extent of land under cereals was 1.172.199 cadastral 
yokes, with an average crop of 9.9 quintals per yoke, which gives 
a total of 11.628.955 quintals. The area under maize was 1.060.983 
yokes, with an average crop of 15.2 quintals per yoke, which gives 
a total of 16.218.016 quintals. The potato lands were 141.883 
yokes, with an average crop of 61 quintals, or a total of 8.656.062 
quintals. Pulse was grown among other crops on 500.000 yokes 
giving an average of 1.5 quintals per yoke and pulse alone on 
25.376 yokes with an average crop of 9.2 quintals, the entire 
quantity produced being 992.154 quintals. These four most impor
tant crops are required for human consumption, feeding animals, 
seed, industrial purposes and exportation.

There are about six million people in the Croat State. On 
an average they require per person 100 kilogrammes of cereals, 
150 kilogrammes of maize, 100 kilogrammes of potatoes and 12 
kilogrammes of pulse per annum, with an adequate quantity of 
green vegetables, meat, fat and dairy produce. For seed 170 
kilogrammes of wheat (barley or rye), 120 of oats, 40 of maize, 
17 quintals of potatoes and from 35 to 120 kilogrammes of pulse 
are required per yoke. To this we must add what is required for 
feeding animals. This varies according to whether they are draught 
animals, or fattened animals or animals put out to graze. Taking 
all these things into consideration we get the following results: —

Cereals: seed grain 1.863.545 quintals, for human consumption
6.000.000, for animals 3.212.911, a total of 11.076.456 quintals. If 
we deduct that quantity from the total yield, there remain 
552.500 quintals for industrial and export purposes.

Maize: seed grain 2.412.011 quintals, for human consumption
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9.000. 000, for animals 6.718.311, a total of 16.142.704 quintals.
Deducted from the total yield this leaves a surplus of 75.312 
quintals. '

Potatoes: seed 2.412.001 quintals, for human consumption
6.000. 000, for animals 240.000, a total of 8.652.011, which leaves 
a surplus of 4051 quintals.

Pulse: seed 208.645 quintals, for human consumption 720.000, 
a total of 928.645 quintals, which leaves a surplus of 63.509 
quintals. From the above we see that where the four most impor- 
tatnt crops are in question the problem of self-sufficiency is 
easily solved. And if we consider that in Croatia there is a flood 
area of 500.000 yokes, which, if only the half were reclaimed, 
would add another. 4.000.000 quintals of maize, and that better 
agricultural methods would give much larger crops, it may be 
said that the situation in Croatia is not merely satisfactory, but 
even promising.

H U N G AR Y

BANKING DEPOSITS

According to the figures published by the Hungarian Central 
Statistical Office, the sum total of the deposits in the Post Office 
Savings Bank and the banks belonging to the Central Corporation 
of Banking Institutions was 2.251.000 000 pengo at the end of 
last June. Of this sum 864.200.000 pengo represented savings 
deposits and 1.387.200.000 the sums deposited on current 
accounts. Counting a round 14 and a half million inhabitants, 
this gives an average of 156 pengo per head; but if we count 
only wage-earners, it means about double as much, or something 
like 300 pengo.

At the end of 1939 statistics of the number of savingsbank- 
books in the country were published. At that time there were 
about 610.000 bank-books, issued by the Central Corporation of 
Banking Institutions, in circulation. Seeing that deposits totalled 
135.400.000 pengo, the average for each book was 222 pengo. At 
the same time there were 41.000 current accounts representing
213.300.000, giving an average of 5150 pengo per account. Two- 
thirds of the pass-books issued by the Post Office Savings Bank 
did not contain even 20 pengo each and only 3.9°/o contained more 
than 1000 pengo. There were only 23.000 depositors with savings 
exceeding 1000. It cannot, however, be said that the Savings Bank 
had no large deposits, for there were 8 pass-books each with 
deposits of over 100.000 pengo, and 563 with deposits ranging 
from 10.000 to 100.000.

The number of bank-books issued by other banks does not 
greatly exceed that of those issued by the Post Office Savings
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Bank. At the end of 1938 the number of the former was 928.000, 
or only half as many again as the latter, but the sum total of the 
money deposited on them was 865.000.000, or almost seven times 
as much as the deposits in the Post Office Savings Bank. In this 
case the average amount of deposits was nearly 1000 pengo per pass
book. Deposits business is done chiefly by banks, savings banks 
and credit co-operatives, the last mentioned of which issue some
thing less than one-tenth of all the pass-books and administer 
about 5°/o of the deposits. The average amount of deposits in 
their books is 490 pengo, while in the banks and savings banks 
it is only 25 pengo short of a thousand. There are certain special 
credit banks where the average deposit is 3100, but their deposit 
business is very small, being confined all in all to 2300 pass
books. Hungarian banking laws provide that deposit business 
shall be confined to joint stock company banks, savings banks 
and credit co-operatives.

More than half of the depositors, of the pass-books and 
deposits that is to say, fall to Budapest —  about 56% of the pass
books and two-thirds of the deposits. Statistics show that 
according to the figures published at the end of 1938, Budapest’s 
1.100.000 inhabitants owned 519.000 pass-books (not including 
the several hundred thousand municipal pass-books issued by the 
Post Office Savings Bank), with deposits totalling 573.000.000 
pengo. This means that there was one pass-book to practically 
every wage-earner in the town with an average deposit of 1100 
pengo. To this must be added the sums deposited in the Post 
Office Savings Bank and the sums figuring in current accounts. 
The latter amounted to 909.000.000 pengo at the end of 1938, 
so that savings totalling 2700 pengo fell to every wage-earner in 
the capital.

The sums deposited on current accounts have greatly 
increased. From 1939 till the middle of this year they advanced 
by 60°/o. In 1939 the average monthly increase was 13.600.000 
pengo, in 1941 it was 1.200.000, and this year only May was a 
specially favourable month, when they increased by 23.600.000.

In the fact that the year 1939 was so satisfactory where 
deposits were concerned we see the result of the country's 
growth through the return of the restored areas, which was 
noticeable not only in its increased size, but also in a brisker 
economic life than was possible in Trianon Hungary. In 1940 
there was a falling off probably because of the war. On the other 
hand a very interesting fact emerges, namely, that on the whole 
prices have been stabilized, for if an unbridled rise in prices had 
diminished the purchasing power of the currency the bank deposits 
would have been the first to show a rapid increase, a growth of 
capital which is no capital but merely the sign of a disturbance 
of the equilibrium in prices.
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SERBIA

PREPARATIONS FOR PLANNED AGRICULTURE IN SERBIA
COMPLETE

In Serbia planned agricultural production has been introduced 
by the Government. This was preceded for months beforehand 
by a great propaganda campaign in the Press and the radio. The 
Government has now annouced that all its plans are complete 
and the autumn ploughing is being done according to regulation.

Today nobody in Serbia may plant or sow what he likes, 
only what the authorities prescribe. The whole scheme of planned 
agriculture rests on the shoulders of the agrarian engineers and 
persons who have qualified at the agricultural secondary schools 
and who have now been appointed by the Government to posts 
in all the districts and villages. An agricultural rapporteur has 
been attached to every county office, whose duty it will be to 
control production. He will control the work done by all the 
district rapporteurs, who in turn will supervise the State agri
cultural advisers appointed in the villages, all of whom are 
trained men' with leaving certificates from at least agricultural 
secondary schools, while many of them, especially some refugees, 
are university graduates. These experts have already begun their 
work. Wherever the weather permitted the autumn ploughing has 
been done. Seed grain, selected and ready to be sown, was dis
tributed to the farmers by those agricultural advisers. This year 
Hungarian wheat is being sown in Serbia, especially the Bankut 
kind, which grows well in the Serbian soil.

The Government pins its greatest hopes on the village agri
cultural advisers. On their efforts depends the success of the plan. 
No secret was made of the fact that the Government's aim is 
increased production, which would benefit both the farmers and 
the State. The village agricultural advisers are always at their 
posts, and —  since each has only one village in his charge —  
must visit every house, every farm, every field at least once a 
month. They must direct production, agricultural work that is to 
say, personally, supervise the work of cattle-breeders, give expert 
advice about how to manage wine-cellars, and provide the farmers 
with the right kind of fruit-trees, vines and machines. Then they 
have two other special tasks: they must organize hygiene and 
the economic co-operatives. The development of co-operatives is 
an important item in the Government's programme and is closely 
connected with Serbia's planned economy.
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B U D A P E S T .  
M U N I C I P A L  M I N E R A L  
B A T H S  A N D  S P R I N 3 S
ST. GEl LERT m e d ic in a l  b a t h s  a n d  
HYDROPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Radio-active thermal springs, 47° C. Firstrate hotel 
with 260 bedrooms. Special prices for full treat
ment. Effervescent swimming-pool. Medical treat
ment. Modern equipment.
Address: Szt. Gellert-ter 1,, Budapest, XI. 
Telephone • 268-800.

RUDAS MEDICINAL BATHS AND HYDRO
PATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Thermal pool and radium baths. Modern hydro
pathic establishment. Dietetic catering. Special 
inclusive terms. Indoors swimming-pool.
Address: Dobrentei-ter 9. Budapest.

SZEGHENYI MEDICINAL BATHS
Sulphur-ic thermal water, 76° centigrade, springing 
from a depth of 1238 metres. Psychotherapy 
department with modern equipment.
Address: Varosliget Budapest.

DRINKING CURES
The Hungaria, Attila and Juventus radio
active springs in the Rudas Park. Splendid 
results in cases of kidney, stomach, intestine and 
gall troubles, high blood pressure and premature 
old age. Ask your doctor!


